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T440

 Full GNSS Band Suppored:
BDS B1A/B1I/B1C/B2I/B2a/B2b/B3A/B3AE/B3Q

GPS L1/L2/L5

GLONASS G1/G2/G3

GALILEO E1/E5a/E5b/E6

ABAS L1/L5

QZSS L1/L2/L5/L6

IRNSS L5

L-Band

 Frequeny Rang:(1166MHz~1278MHz and1521MHz~1608MHz)

 Gain: 40dB

 Operation voltage: 3.3V~16VDC

 Within vertical plane wide-angle, phase center is stability

 Multi-satellites, Multi- frequency antenna

 High gain and Wide beamwidth, to ensure receiving satellite signal at low elevation angle

 Multi-path rejection board inside , High measurement accuracy

 LAN amplifier including band filter

Full-Band GNSS Antenna
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The directory describes the Specifications of the antenna T440, dimensions, connectors, and

other information, Through this directory, you can quickly determine the products you need.

www.gemsnav.com
Main feature

T440 is a set of GPS L1 & L2& L5 , GLONASS G1 & G2 , Beidou2 B1,B2,B3 and Galileo
E1,E2,E5a,E5b four-system active antenna, can be widely used in geodesy, bridge construction, marine
surveying, underwater topography measurement etc.

The antenna using multi feedpoint design, ensure the antenna phase center and the geometric
center of the coincidence, improve the accuracy of measurement. Antenna element has high gain and
wide beamwidth to ensure the signal receiving performance of satellite at low elevation angle. Multi-path
rejection board inside can eliminate the multi-path influence to measurement error. Built-in low noise
amplifier module, through the multi-stage filter to eliminate interference signal ,ensure the normal work in
harsh electromagnetic environment.

Specifications:
 Frequency [MHz] 1521MHz~1608MHz/1166MHz~1278MHz
 Input impedance： 50Ω
 Gain [dBi] 40±2(LNA included)
 Polarization right-hand circular polarized（RHCP）
 Axial ratio[dB] ≤3
 ontal coverage angle 360°
 Maximum gain 5.5dBi
 Output（VSWR） ≤2.0

LNA Specifications:
 Gain (dB) 40±2 dB
 Gain flatness (dB) ±2 dB
 Noise figure(dB) ≤2 dB
 Out(VSWR) ≤2.0
 Input（VSWR） ≤2.0
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 DC Voltage [V] 3.3－16V
 DC Current [mA] ≤45mA

Mechanical Specifications:
 Dimension [mm] Ø160×60.2
 Connector TNC-C-K
 Operation temperature [℃] -40~+85
 Reposition temperature [℃] -55~+85
 Humidity 95% non-condensin

Dimension：

Frequency Reference Table:
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